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We prove existence and uniform a priori estimates for tempered Gibbs states of
certain classical lattice systems with unbounded spins, nonharmonic pair potentials,
and infinite radius of interaction. We use an alternative characterization of Gibbs
measures in terms of their RadonNikodym derivatives w.r.t. local shifts of the
configuration space and corresponding integration by parts formulas.  2000
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
As is well known for a number of specific models (see, e.g.,
[HS76, Roy77, Fr82, Fo 88]), Gibbs measures (also called Gibbs states),
usually defined in terms of local specifications through the classical
DobrushinLanfordRuelle equations (see, e.g., [Ge88, Pr98]), can also be
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described via integration by parts formulas or via their RadonNikodym
derivatives under shift transformations of the underlying configuration
spaces. More recently, these characterizations have been generalized to
large classes of Gibbs measures in statistical mechanics in [AKR97a,
AKR97b]. In particular, Subsection 4.1 of the latter reference contains the
complete characterization in terms of RadonNikodym derivatives under
shifts for Gibbs measures of arbitrary lattice systems with finite dimen-
sional linear single spin spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to show that such alternative descriptions
of Gibbs measures can be used to give simple proofs for both uniform
a priori estimates for (exponential) moments of Gibbs measures and
existence of such. As usual for non-compact spin spaces, we have to restrict
ourselves to the set Gt of tempered Gibbs measures, but defined in a more
general (and simpler) way than in the existing literature (cf. Definition 1.2).
The key point is that the description of Gibbs measures via integration
by parts (cf. (1.30) below) means to characterize them as the solution of an
infinite system of first order partial differential equations in infinite many
variables. This yields uniform a priori estimates in a similar way as known
from finite dimensional partial differential equations. Getting these a priori
moment estimates uniformly for appropriately chosen explicit measures
(obtained from the corresponding local specifications) which should
approximate a Gibbs measure, provided there exists one, then implies
indeed the necessary tightness to prove that Gt {<.
Though (in order to clarify the concept and ideas) we isolate the main
results and the key arguments in a general setting in Section 2, we
otherwise mainly concentrate on analysing a concrete class of classical lat-
tice systems (with unbounded linear single spin spaces) which have been
studied quite intensively before, e.g., in [LP76, Roy77, COPP78, BH-K82]
(see the discussion following Remark 1.1 below for details). These systems
in general have infinite range of interactions, though fastly decreasing as
distances get large. We recall the precise definitions and the framework for
these models in Section 1, where we also discuss the previously mentioned
characterizations of Gibbs states. In Section 3 we then apply the general
theorems of Section 2 to this class of lattice systems, generalizing essentially
all previous results on a priori estimates and existence for these models. In
particular, we can include multi-body interactions, not covered at all by
any previous work (cf. Remark 3.2). We emphasize that our methods are
completely different from those in the above literature and are elementary,
provided one has the integration by parts description of Gibbs measures or
uses it as a definition. We, therefore, hope that this paper contributes to
make the theory of Gibbs meaures more accessible to a wider audience.
Finally, we mention that all results of this paper have been announced
in [AKRT3] and presented in various talks since summer 1998 during
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seminars or conferences, e.g., in Pisa, Cetraro, Rome, Bristol, Berlin, Kiev,
and Wuhan.
1. GIBBS STATES FOR CLASSICAL LATTICE SYSTEMS
AND THEIR INTEGRATION BY PARTS
CHARACTERIZATION
1.1. Spaces on a Lattice
Let Zd, d # N, be the integer lattice with the Euclidean distance |k& j |,
k, j # Zd/Rd. As the configuration space we consider the set 0 :=RZd of
all real sequences x=(xk)k # Zd equipped by the product topology and with
the corresponding Borel _-algebra B(0); the subset of finite sequences will
be denoted by 00 :=RZ
d
0 . We define the scale of Hilbert spaces
Sp :=Sp(Zd) :={x # 0 } |x| p :=_ :k # Zd (1+|k| )
2p x2k&
12
<= , p # Z1,
(1.1)
and the mutually dual nuclear spaces
S :=S(Zd)= ,
p1
Sp(Zd), S$ :=S$(Zd)= .
p1
S&p(Zd) (1.2)
of fastly decreasing resp. slowly increasing sequences over Zd. This gives a
Schwartz rigging
S(Zd)/l 2(Zd)/S$(Zd)/0 (1.3)
for the tangent space
H :=S0 :=l 2(Zd) :={x # 0 } |x| :=(x, x)12=_ :k # Zd x
2
k&
12
<= (1.4)
of square summable sequences over Zd with the natural orthonormal basis
ek=[$k, j] j # Zd # 00 , k # Zd. (1.5)
The duality between S and S$ can be expressed in terms of the scalar
product in H and will be also denoted by ( } , } ): this means that
(., x)=(x, .) := :
k # Zd
.kxk for any . # S, x # S$.
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For convenience let us choose in every space Sp , p # Z1, the corresponding
orthonormal basis
e pk :=(1+|k| )
&p ek , k # Zd; (1.6)
then obviously
|x| 2&p= :
k # Zd
(x, e pk)
2, x # S&p . (1.7)
Moreover, provided p$>p+d2, one has a HilbertSchmidt embedding
O p$p : Sp$  Sp with the norm
I p$p :=&O
p$
p &H.&S.=_ :k # Zd (1+|k| )
&2( p$& p)&
12
<. (1.8)
Next we introduce the spaces of smooth functions on 0. We define
FC lb(R
Zd), l # N _ [0, +], as the set of all cylinder functions f : RZd  R
which can be represented as
f (x)= fN(xk1 , ..., xkN), x # R
Zd, (1.9)
with some N # N, [k1 , ..., kN]/Zd and fN # C lb(R
N). By convention the
symbols f $H resp. f "H will stay for the realization of the first resp. second
derivatives of f in terms of the scalar product in H, i.e., for any x # 0
f $H(x) := :
N
j=1
fN
xkj
(xk1 , ..., xkN) ekj # S, (1.10)
f "H(x) := :
N
i, j=1
2fN
xki xkj
(xk1 , ..., xkN) eki ekj # S
2
sym . (1.11)
Then for the corresponding partial derivatives f $k in directions ek , k # Zd,
we have
f $k(x) :=( f $(x), ek)= lim
t  0
f (x+tek)& f (x)
t
, x # 0. (1.12)
For p # N, C 1b(S&p) will denote the set of all bounded Freche t differentiable
functions f : S&p  R with bounded and continuous derivatives
f $ : S&p  S+p given by
( f $(x), !) := lim
t  0
f (x+t!)& f (x)
t
, x, ! # S&p . (1.13)
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As usual, C 10(S&p) will denote the subset of C
1
b(S&p) consisting of all
functions with bounded support in S&p (i.e., all f # C 1b(S&p) such that
_R=R( f )>0: f (x)=0 if |x|&p>R).
1.2. Gibbs States on a Lattice
We consider an interacting (not necessarily translation-invariant) system
of classical anharmonic oscillators on Zd with the unbounded single spin
spaces R1 % xk , k # Zd, and with the heuristic energy functional
E(x)= :
[k, j ]/Zd
W[k, j](xk , xj)+ :
k # Zd
Vk(xk) (1.14)
on the configuration space 0=RZd % x=[xk]k # Zd . We specify the assump-
tions on the system (1.14) as follows:
(A1) The two-particle interactions are given by symmetric con-
tinuously differentiable functions W[k, j ] # C 1b, pol (R
2) which satisfy a
polynomial growth condition. The latter means that there exist N2 and
a matrix J=[Jk, j]k, j # Zd , Jk, j=Jj, k0, such that for all x # 0, [k, j]/Zd
W[k, j](xk , xj)=W[k, j](x j , xk),
|W[k, j](xk , x j)|Jk, j (1+|xk |+|xj | )N,
|kW[k, j](xk , xj)|Jk, j (1+|xk |+|xj | )N&1,
where k denotes derivative w.r.t. the coordinate xk , k # Zd.
(A2) The matrix J is fastly decreasing, that is, for any p # N
&J&p := sup
k # Zd
&[Jk, k+ j]j # Zd &p<.
(A3) The self-interactions are given by continuously differentiable
functions Vk # C 1b, pol (R) which satisfy the polynomial growth condition
|Vk(xk)|C(1+|xk | )L, |V$k(xk)|C(1+|xk | )L&1,
and the coercitivity estimate
V$k(xk) } xkA |xk |N+_&B
with some constants A, B, C, _>0, L1, uniformly for all k # Zd and
x # 0.
Relying on the DobrushinLanfordRuelle (DLR) approach, Gibbs
states of the lattice system (1.14) are described by a family of local
specifications +4 , 4/Zd, |4|< (cf. [Do68, Do70, Pr76, Ge88]). For
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any finite volume 4/Zd, the corresponding local specification is defined as
the stochastic kernel +4 : B(0)_0  [0, 1] by the following formula,
\2 # B(0) \y # 0,
+4(2 | y) :={
1
Z4( y) |R4 exp[&E4(x4 _y4c)]
(1.15)
_12(x4_y4c)_k # 4 dxk , y # S$,
0, y # 0"S$.
Here, x4 :=(xk)k # 4 , y4c :=( yj) j # 4c , 4c :=Zd "4,
E4(x4 _y4c) := :
[k, j ]/4
W[k, j ](xk , xj)
+ :
k # 4, j # 4c
W[k, j ](xk , y j)+ :
k # 4
Vk(xk) (1.16)
is the energy in volume 4 under the boundary condition y # S$, and
Z4( y) :=|
R4
exp[&E4(x4 _y4c)]_k # 4 dxk (1.17)
is the normalization factor. Due to (A1)(A3) for all x # 0, y # S&p , p>d2,
Vk(xk)A$(N+_)&1 |xk |N+_+Ck ,
:
k # 4, j # 4c
|W[k, j ](xk , y j)|C( p, N, 4) &J&pN (1+|x4 | &p+| y4c | &p)N
(1.18)
with some A$ # (0, A), Ck # R, C( p, N, 4)>0; more precisely, the sums in
(1.16), (1.18) converge uniformly on balls in S&p_ S&p . Obviously, (1.18)
implies that for all x # 0, y # S$
inf
x # 0
E4(x4_y4c)>&, 0<Z4( y)<. (1.19)
Furthemore, by (A1) we have that the function
(x, y) [ E4(x4_y4c) is Lipschitz-continuous
on every ball in S&p_S&p . (1.20)
An essential point is that for the stochastic kernels (1.15) the consistency
condition holds (cf. [Pr76, Ge88]),
+4$ +4=+4$ whenever 4/4$, |4$|<.
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Definition 1.1. A probability measure + on (0, B(0)) is called a
Gibbs state for the local specifications +4 , 4/Zd, |4|<, iff it satisfies
the DLR equilibrium equations: for all 4/Zd, |4|<, and 2 # B(0)
++4(2) :=|
0
+(dx) +4(2 | x)=+(2), i.e., ++4=+. (1.21)
Let G denote the set of all Gibbs states for the system (1.14). Applying
(1.21) to 2 :=0"S$, it follows from (1.15) that +(S$)=1 for any such
Gibbs measure +. As usual, we restrict our considerations to the subset Gt
of tempered Gibbs measures.
Definition 1.2. A probability measure + on (0, B(0)) is called
tempered iff
_p= p(+)>d2, +(S&p(Zd ))=1. (1.22)
Remark 1.1. Obviously, this subset Gt contains all + satisfying (1.21)
and the more restrictive condition in terms of their moment sequence
[E+ |xk |]k # Z d # S$(Zd)
imposed, e.g., in [COPP78, BH-K82], and thus Gt contains the even
smaller class of so-called ‘‘superstable’’ Gibbs states introduced in [LP76].
The initial step in the study of Gibbs measures is to ensure that Gt {<,
which is not at all evident for unbounded spin systems. The existence
problem goes back to Dobrushin’s papers [Do68, Do70], where the
general existence criterion for Gibbs distributions was first given. The
validity of the sufficient conditions of the Dobrushin existence criterion for
some classes of unbounded spin systems (includind P(,)-lattice models)
has been verified by various means in [COPP78, Sin82, BH-K82],
however, under assumptions more restrictive than (A1)(A3). Another well-
known approach to the existence problem is based on Ruelle’s technique of
superstability estimates (cf. [Ru69, LePr76]), but it requires (according to
the so-called regularity condition) that the pair potentials W[k, j ](xk , x j)
have at most quadratic growth. Further methods, such as cluster
expansions, correlation inequalities and the reflection positivity method,
essentially use the special structure of the respective interactions (see the
monographs [Pr76, Ge88] and the references therein). The uniqueness of
tempered Gibbs distributions for the unbounded spin system (1.14) by
means of the Dobrushin uniqueness criterion [Do70] has been studied,
e.g., in [Roy77, COPP78, Gr79, Fo 82, Ze96, AKRT97]. A related
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important problem is to obtain uniform estimates on polynomial resp.
exponential moments of all tempered Gibbs measures in terms of
parameters of the interaction. The problem was initially posed in
[BH-K82], but treated by means completely different from ours below.
(We should also mention here that, at least in the non-translation invariant
case, we cannot follow the proofs in this reference; e.g. it seems that in the
proof of Theorem III.2 in [BH-K82] the state q0 depends on the site x in
formula (III.11), hence subsequent quantities as qc depend on x as well,
which is, however, not taken into account in the subsequent line of
arguments.) As mentioned in the Introduction, we shall prove the respec-
tive uniform a priori (exponential) moment estimates in a way that the
results even generalize to multi-body interactions (cf. Remark 3.2 below).
Finally, we would like to note that the finiteness of moments of measures
+ # Gt is also useful information for the study of the associated Dirichlet
operators L+ in the spaces Lp(d+), p1 (cf. [AH-K77, AKR95]).
It should be pointed out that all methods and results mentioned above
are based on the definition of Gibbs states by their local specifications. In
this paper we develop an alternative approach to the construction and study
of Gibbs measures using their characterization in terms of the Radon
Nikodym derivatives w.r.t. local shifts of the configuration space 0 and the
corresponding integration by parts (IbP)-formulas. This characterization is
well known for a number of specific examples (see, e.g., [HS76, Roy77,
Fr82, Fo 88]) and was proved in full generality in [AKR97a, AKR97b].
Concerning the lattice system (1.14), it reads as follows:
Proposition 1.1 (see [AKR97b, Theorem 4.4]). Let M:t denote the set
of all probability measures + on 0 which satisfy the temperedness condition
(1.21) and are quasi-invariant w.r.t. all shifts x [ x+{ek , { # R, k # Zd, with
the RadonNikodym derivatives
d+(x+{ek)
d+(x)
=:{ek(x) :=exp {& :j # Z d [W[k, j ](xk+{, x j)&W[k, j ](xk , x j)]
&[Vk(xk+{)&Vk(xk)]= , x # S$. (1.23)
Then Gt=M:t .
By (1.20) we have that :{ek # Cb, loc(S$  R), \{ # R \k # Z
d (i.e., :{ek is a
continuous function on S$, bounded on every ball in S&p for all p).
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By Proposition 1.1 we have that for any + # Gt and for all bounded
B(0)-measurable functions f
|
0
f (x) :{ek(x) d+(x)=|
0
f (x&{ek) d+(x), (1.24)
and therefore
_ lim
{  0 |0 f (x)
:{ek(x)&1
{
d+(x)=&|
0
( f $H(x), ek) d+(x). (1.25)
As usual, given any k # Zd, we define the logarithmic derivative of the
measures + # Gt along the direction ek as a function ;k # Cb, loc(S$  R),
;k(x) :=(:{ek(x))${=0
=& :
j # Z d
kW[k, j ](xk , xj)&V$k(xk), x # S$. (1.26)
To derive (1.26) we used that according to (A1)(A3):
:
j # Zd
|kW[k, j ](xk , xj)|+|V$k(xk)|C( p, #)(1+|k| ) p# (1+|x|&p)#,
(1.27)
where x # S&p , p>d2, #=max[L, N]&1, C( p, #) # (0, ), and that the
sum in (1.27) converges uniformly on balls in S&p . Next we introduce the
(vector) logarithmic derivative of measures + # Gt as a vector field
S&p # C(S$  S$), ;(x) := :
k # Z d
;k(x) ek . (1.28)
Clearly, again the sums in (1.27) and (1.28) converge uniformly on balls in
S&p_S&p , so that ;k and also ; are indeed continuous. Because of the
possible unboundedness of Vk, W[k, j ] , in general the mapping ; cannot be
defined pointwise in any fixed space of the scale S&p , p # N, but as is
apparent from (1.26), (1.27),
|;(x)|&p2C( p1 , p2 , #)(1+|x|&p1)
#,
(1.29)
x # S&p1 , p1>d2, p2>p1 #+d2.
For a more detailed discussion on the notion and properties of logarithmic
derivatives of measures on infinite-dimensional spaces see, e.g., [AH-K75,
Sk84, DF91, Bo97].
As a consequence we now obtain the following integration by parts
characterization of Gibbs measures + # Gt .
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Proposition 1.2. Denote by M;t the set of all probability measures
on 0 such that +(S&p)=1 with some p= p(+)>d2 and such that the
(IbP)-formula
|
0
k f (x) d+(x)=&|
0
f (x) ;k(x) d+(x), \k # Zd, (1.30)
holds for all functions f # C 10(S&p). Then
M;t =M
:
t =Gt . (1.31)
Proof. Let +(S&p)=1. Then (1.24) holds in particular for any
f # C 10(S&p) with suppf /B&p(R) :=[x # S&p | |x|&pR], 0<R<. By
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and estimates analogous to
(1.27)
sup
0{1
sup
|x|&pR }
:{ek(x)&1
{ }
 sup
|x| &pR+1
exp 2 { :j # Z d |W[k, j ](xk , xj)|+|Vk(xk)|=
_{ :j # Z d sup|x|&pR+1 |kW[k, j ](xk , x j)|+ sup|x|&pR+1 |V$k(xk)|=
<C(R)<, (1.32)
one can pass to the limit {  0 and get the (IbP)-formula (1.30). This
implies that M;t #M:t . On the other hand, as follows from general facts
about differentiable measures (see, e.g., [Be85, DS88, AR90, Bo97]), the
continuity and local boundedness of ;k , i.e., ;k # Cb, loc(S&p  R), k # Zd,
is a sufficient condition for the inverse inclusion M;t /M
:
t . K
Remark 1.2. The proof of Proposition 1.2 shows that if + # Gt and if
p>d2 such that +(S&p)=1, then the (IbP)-formula (1.30) holds for
all f # C 10(S&p). Consequently, for any probability measure + on 0,
Proposition 1.2 immediately implies that if +(S&p)=1 and if the (IbP)-
formula (1.30) holds for all f # C 10(S&p), then it also holds for all
f # C 10(S&p$), p$>p, (even though C
1
0(S&p$)S&p 3 C
1
0(S&p)).
Combining Propositions 1.1 and 1.2, we have reduced the problem of
constructing and describing all tempered Gibbs states for a classical lattice
system with energy functional (1.14) to the problem of studying all prob-
ability measures on S&p , p>d2, which satisfy the (IbP)-formula (1.30)
with the prescribed logarithmic derivatives ;k , k # Zd. Note that the ;k only
depend on the given potentials W[k, j ] , Vk .
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Remark 1.3. As is easy to see and was already mentioned in [Roy77],
the local Gibbs specifications +4(dx | y), 4/Zd, |4|<, y # S$, defined in
(1.15) are also quasi-invariant w.r.t. the shifts x [ x+{ek , { # R, k # 4,
with the RadonNikodym derivatives :4, y{ek (x)=:{ek(x) (+4(dx | y)-a.e.).
This means that
|
0
f (x) :{ek(x) +4(dx | y)=|
0
f (x&{ek) +4(dx | y), \k # 4, (1.33)
and a reasoning similar to the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows that the
following (IbP)-formula
|
0
k f (x) +4(dx | y)=&|
0
f (x) ;k(x) +4(dx | y), \k # 4, (1.34)
holds for all functions f # C 10(S&p) where p>d2.
Remark 1.4. Let + # Gt , +(S&p)=1. Then as follows from the (IbP)-
formula (1.30),
|
0
g } Lf d+=|
0
f } Lg d+= 12 |
0
( f $H , g$H) d+, f, g # C 20(S&p), (1.35)
where L is the Dirichlet operator of the measure +, i.e.,
Lf :=& 12 :
k # Z d
2k f &
1
2 :
k # Z d
;kk f , f # C 20(S&p). (1.36)
So, by (1.35), + is a symmetrizing measure of L. Conversely, any sym-
metrizing measure of L satisfies the (IbP)-formula (1.30) (cf., e.g. [BR 95,
Theorem 3.10 and its proof ]). Therefore, solutions to the (IbP)-formula
(1.30) will also be called symmetrizing measures. The connection to revers-
ible diffusion processes in infinite dimensions has been analyzed in detail in
[AR91].
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES ON SYMMETRIZING MEASURES
IN HILBERT SPACES
2.1. Finiteness of Moments
Beyond the concrete consideration of lattice Gibbs states in Section 1,
one can formulate a general setting of the problem as follows:
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Let H be a separable Hilbert space with scalar product ( } , } ) and norm
| } |, and let
Y#X#H#X*#Y* (2.1)
be a rigging of H by Hilbert spaces X resp. Y and their duals X* resp. Y*.
We suppose that all the embeddings in (2.1) are everywhere dense and con-
tinuous, and, moreover, the embedding OY : H  Y is supposed to have
finite HilbertSchmidt norm
IY := &OY : H  Y&H.&S.<. (2.2)
For simplicity, let
| } |Y| } |X| } || } |X*| } | Y* ,
otherwise it is enough to renorm X and Y. The duality between X and X*
(resp. Y and Y*) is given by the scalar product in H and will also be
denoted by ( } , } ). By Riesz’ representation theorem we have a natural
isometry IY : Y  Y* (resp. IX : X  X*) defined by
(., x)=(x, .)=(IY x, .)Y*=(x, I &1Y .)Y , \. # Y*, x # Y. (2.3)
Let [em]m=1 , [e
X
m]

m=1 , and [e
Y
m]

m=1 be some fixed orthonormal bases in
H, X* and Y*, respectively. Then, in particular, from (2.3)
(x, y)Y= 
m # N
(x, eYm )( y, e
Y
m), x, y # Y. (2.4)
Without loss of generality we can always take
eXm , e
Y
m # lin .span[e1 , ..., em]/Y*, m # N.
What is more specific, we assume that
(IX x, IYx)0, \x # X. (2.5)
A sufficient condition for the validity of (2.5) (which is, however, quite
enough for our applications) is obviously the following relation between
the bases:
eYm=’m e
X
m=%mem , 0<%m’m1, m # N. (2.6)
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And finally, denote by Pn , n # N, the projections on the linear space
generated by the first n vectors e1 , ..., en of the orthonormal basis in H, i.e.,
Pnx= :
n
m=1
(x, em) em # Y*, x # X. (2.7)
It should be stressed that the above framework is set up so that it in
particular applies to the situation of the previous section with H=l2(Zd)
and X, Y being some Hilbert spaces from the scale S&p(Zd ), p # N.
Next, one can define the spaces FC 1b(X ), C
1
b(X ) and C
1
0(X ) of smooth
functions f : X  R analogously as in Subsect. 1.2. Recall only that
m f: X  R denotes the partial derivative along the vector em , m # N.
Furthermore, let ; # Lloc(X  Y ), i.e., ; is a measurable vector field,
locally bounded w.r.t. the norms | } |X and | } |Y . Let M;(X ) denote the
set of all Borel probability measures + on X for which the following
(IbP)-formula holds:
|
X
m f d+=&|
X
f (;, em) d+, \m # N \f # C 10(X ). (2.8)
Obviously, both integrals in (2.8) make sense for those f.
The problem whether there exists any + # M;(X ) (which is, of course,
not the case for arbitrary ;) will be discussed in Subsection 2.2. Supposing
M;(X ){<, in this section we will derive sufficient conditions implying
the finiteness of polynomial resp. exponential moments for measures
+ # M;(X ).
In order to study the properties of + # M;(X ), we introduce the following
characteristic of the vector field ;.
Definition 2.1. The functional
D;Y : X  R, D
;
Y (x) :=(;(x), x)Y , (2.9)
will be called dissipativity functional for the vector field ; w.r.t. the Hilbert
space Y.
Consider the following assumptions on the dissipativity functional D;Y :
(D1) Global lower boundedness of &D;Y ,
inf
x # X
[&D;Y (x)] :=K1>&;
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(D2) Strict positivity of &D;Y outside a | } |Y& ball in X,
_R, K2>0 : &D;Y (x)K2 , \x # X, |x|YR;
(D3) Polynomial growth outside a | } |Y& ball in X,
_R, K2 , _>0 and M>1:
&D;Y (x)K2 |x|
M+_
Y , \x # X, |x| YR.
Theorem 2.1 (A Priori Polynomial Moment Estimate). Let assump-
tions (D1), (D2) hold with K2&I 2Y>1. Then for all M # [1, K2&I
2
Y)
sup
+ # M;(X )
|
X
|x| MY d+(x)C :=C(M, R, K1 , K2)<. (2.10)
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the following condition on the vector field ; holds:
_M>1 _$, C>0,
&D;Y (x) |x|
M
Y (M+I
2
Y+$) |x|
M
Y &C, \x # X. (2.11)
Then
sup
+ # M;(X )
|
X
|x| MY d+(x)
C
$
<. (2.12)
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let us apply the (IbP)-formula (2.8) to functions
f # C 10(X ) of the type
f (x)=(x, eYm ) |x|
M
Y /R( |x| X), x # X,
where m # N, M>1 and /R # C 0 ([0, +)  [0, 1]), R # N, are cut-off
functions with the properties:
/R(s)={1,0,
s # [0, R],
s # [R+1, +),
and /$R(s)0, \s0. (2.13)
First, elementary calculations together with (2.4) and (2.13) show that for
x{0
( f $H(x), eYm )=[ |x|
2
Y |e
Y
m |
2+M(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m )Y] |x|
M&2
Y /R( |x| X)
+|x| MY |x|
&1
X (x, e
Y
m )(x, e
Y
m)X /$R( |x|X). (2.14)
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Then, since obviously +([0])=0 by (2.8) and since eYm # lin .span
[e1 , ..., em], the (IbP)-formula (2.8) implies that for all m # N
&|
X
(x, eYm )(;(x), e
Y
m ) |x|
M
Y /R( |x|X) d+(x)
=|
X
[ |x| 2Y |e
Y
m |
2+M(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m)Y] |x|
M&2
Y /R( |x|X) d+(x)
+|
X
|x| MY |x|
&1
X (x, e
Y
m )(x, e
Y
m)X /$R( |x|X) d+(x). (2.15)
Now we take a sum of the equalities (2.15) over all m # N. Note that due
to (2.3)(2.5)
:
m # N
(;(x), eYm)(x, e
Y
m )=(;(x), x)Y ,
sup
|x| R
:
m # N
|(;(x), eYm)(x, e
Y
m )| sup
|x|R
|;(x)|Y |x|Y<,
(2.16)
:
m # N
(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m)Y =|IY x|
2|x| 2Y min[1, I
2
Y],
:
m # N
(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m)X =(IX x, IY x)0.
Then by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we get that
&|
X
(;(x), x)Y |x| MY /R( |x|X) d+(x)|
X
(M+I 2Y) |x|
M
Y /R( |x|X) d+(x).
(2.17)
Using the dissipativity condition (2.11), we conclude from (2.17) that
$ |
X
|x| MY /R( |x|X) d+(x)C |
X
/R( |x|X) d+(x)C (2.18)
for all R>0. Letting R   in (2.18), from Fatou’s lemma we obtain the
required estimate (2.12). K
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is obvious that assumptions (D1), (D2) imply
the inequality
&D;Y (x) |x|
M
Y K2 |x|
M
Y &(K2&K1) R
M, x # X, (2.19)
and thus Lemma 2.1 implies the assertion. K
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A natural criterion (which holds for many specific models) to ensure that
all measures + # M;(X ) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 with any
M>1, and therefore have polynomial moments of all orders, is as follows:
Corollary 2.1. Suppose there exist A, B>0 such that
&D;Y (x)A |x|
2
Y&B, x # X. (2.20)
Then
sup
+ # M;(X )
|
X
|x| MY d+(x)<, \M>1. (2.21)
Theorem 2.2 (A Priori Exponential Moment Estimate). Let assump-
tions (D1), (D3) hold. Then \*>0
sup
+ # M;(X )
|
X
e* |x|Y
M
d+(x)<. (2.22)
The proof is based on the next lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the following condition on the vector field ;
holds,
_M>1 _*, $, C>0,
(2.23)
&D;Y (x) e
* |x|Y
M
(*M |x| MY +I
2
Y+$) e
* |x|Y
M
&C, x # X.
Then
sup
+ # M;(X )
|
X
e* |x|Y
M
d+(x)
C
$
<. (2.24)
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 2.1, we apply
(2.8) to the following test functions f # C 10(X ),
f (x)=(x, eYm ) e
* |x|Y
M
/R( |x|X), x # X, (2.25)
where m # N, *>0, M>1 and /R # C 0 ([0, +)  [0, 1]), R # N, are
cut-off functions with the properties in (2.13). An obvious calculation gives
for x{0,
( f $H(x), eYm )=[ |e
Y
m |
2+*M(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m )Y |x|
M&2
Y ] e
* |x|Y
M
/R( |x| X)
+|x| &1X (x, e
Y
m )(x, e
Y
m )X e
* |x|Y
M
/$R( |x|X), (2.26)
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hence the (IbP)-formula (2.8) yields for all m # N:
&|
X
(;(x), eYm)(x, e
Y
m ) e
* |x|Y
M
/R( |x| X) d+(x)
=|
X
[ |eYm |
2+*M(x, eYm )(x, e
Y
m )Y |x|
M&2
Y ] e
* |x|Y
M
/R( |x| X) d+(x)
+|
X
|x| &1X (x, e
Y
m)(x, e
Y
m)X e
* |x|Y
M
/$R( |x|X) d+(x). (2.27)
Summing (2.27) over all m # N and taking into account (2.16), we get that
&|
X
(;(x), x)Y e* |x|Y
M
/R( |x| X) d+(x)
|
X
(*M |x| MY +I
2
Y) e
* |x|Y
M
/R( |x|X) d+(x). (2.28)
Then, using the dissipativity condition (2.23), we conclude that
$ |
X
e* |x|Y
M
/R( |x|X) d+(x)C |
X
/R( |x|X) d+(x)C (2.29)
for all R>0. Finally, letting R   in (2.29), from Fatou’s lemma we
obtain the required estimate (2.24). K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. It suffices to note that (D1), (D3) imply the
estimate, \x # X, \*>0
&D;Y(x) e
* |x|Y
M
K2 |x| M+_Y e
* |x|Y
M
&K2RM+_e*R
M
&|K1 | e*R
M
(*M |x| MY +I
2
Y+$) e
* |x|Y
M
&C, (2.30)
and, therefore, Lemma 2.2 applies to prove the assertion. K
2.2. Existence of Symmetrizing Measures
Consider the Hilbert rigging
X#H#X* (2.31)
as in Subsection 2.1 with the embeddings being dense and HilbertSchmidt.
As before, let [em]m=1 /X* be an orthonormal basis of H so that
[*mem]m=1 is an orthonormal basis of X for some *m # (0, ), m # N.
(2.32)
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Such em , m # N, always exist. Note that if Pn is defined as in (2.7), then Pn
is also an orthogonal projection in X. By
I (n)X :=_ :
n
m=1
|em | 2X&
12
IX< (2.33)
we denote the HilbertSchmidt norms of the corresponding finite
dimensional embedding operators O(n) : PnH  Pn X, n # N.
Furthermore, let a measurable vector field
X % x  ;(x) :=[;m(x)]m=1 # RN,
be given, satisfying the polynomial growth condition,
\m # N _Cm>0, |;m(x)|Cm(1+|x|X)M, x # X, (2.34)
with some fixed M1. We are interested whether there exists a probability
measure + # M;(X ) satisfying the integration by parts formula
|
X
m f d+=&|
X
f;m d+, m # N, (2.35)
not only for f # C10(X ), but also for all f # C
1
b(X ).
Based on the uniform moment estimate (2.10), the following
approximative existence criterion for symmetrizing measures will be proved
below.
Theorem 2.3 (Existence of Symmetrizing Measures). Let &n , n # N, be
probability measures on Rn with logarithmic derivatives
b(n) :=[b (n)m ]
n
m=1 # Cb, pol (R
n  Rn), n # N. (2.36)
Define vector fields
;(n) : X  X*, ;(n)(x) := :
n
m=1
b (n)m (Pnx) em , x # X, (2.37)
and the corresponding dissipativity functionals
D(n)X (x) :=(;
(n)(x), x)X=(; (n)(Pnx), Pnx)X , x # X (2.38)
(where the second equality follows by (2.32)).
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Suppose that [;(n)]n # N approximates ; in the following sense:
(AP1) infn # N infx # X [&D (n)X (x)] :=K1>&;
(AP2) _R, $>0 _K (n)2 >M+(I
(n)
X )
2+$ \n # N,
&D (n)X (x)K
(n)
2 , \x # X, |Pn x|XR;
(AP3) \m # N \=>0 _n(=, m) # N,
|(;m&; (n)m )(x)|=(1+|x|X)
M, \x # X \n # N, nn(=, m),
where ; (n)m :=b
(n)
m b Pn .
Then there exists a probability measure + on X such that
|
X
|x| MX d+(x)<, |
X
|(;m(x)| d+(x)<, \m # N, (2.39)
and the (IbP)-formula (2.35) holds for all f # C 1b(X ).
Proof. For any n # N there is the following orthogonal decomposition
of the Hilbert space X,
X=Pn X (Pn X )=.
Hence, given a probability measure &n on Rn, we can define a probability
measure +n on X by
+n :=&n $[0] , (2.40)
where (as done before) we identify PnX with Rn and $[0] denotes the
Dirac-measure concentrated at the zero vector in (PnX )=. By the definition
of b(n) we have the (IbP)-formula
|
Rn
mu d&n=&|
Rn
ub (n)m d&n , 1mn, (2.41)
for all u # C 0 (R
n), and, since +n b P&1n =&n ,
|
X
m f d+n=&|
X
f; (n)m d+n , 1mn, (2.42)
for all f =fn(( } , e1), ..., ( } , en)) with fn # C 0 (R
n). Moreover, from assumptions
(AP1), (AP2) it follows that
&D(n)X (Pnx) |Pnx|
M+$2
X
K (n)2 |Pnx|
M+$2
X &(K
(n)
2 &K1) R
M+$2, x # X, (2.43)
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where K (n)2 >M+(I
(n)
X )
2+$, n # N. Applying Lemma 2.1 to the Hilbert
riggings Pn X#PnH#PnX*, vector fields ;(n) : Pn X  PnX and probability
measures +nPn X, we get that for every n # N
|
X
|x| M+$2X d+n(x)=|
X
|Pnx| M+$2X d+n(x)
(K (n)2 &K1) R
M+$2
K (n)2 &M&$2&(I
(n)
X )
2
=RM+$2 \1+ M+$2+(I
(n)
X )
2&K1
K (n)2 &M&$2&(I
(n)
X )
2+ ,
and thus
sup
n # N
|
X
|x| M+$2X d+n(x)
CM+$2 :=RM+$2[1+($2)&1 (M+$2+I 2X+|K1 | )]. (2.44)
It is easy to construct a Hilbert space Y such that X/Y, the embedding
is HilbertSchmidt, and Pn naturally extends to an orthogonal projection
in Y for every n # N. Then (2.44) and Prokhorov’s tightness criterion imply
that there exists a subsequence [+nl]

l=1 which (considered as measures
on Y ) weakly converges to some probability measure + on Y. Since
x [ |x|X=supn |Pnx|X is lower semi-continuous on Y, it follows by (2.44)
that
|
Y
|x| M+$2X d+(x)lim inf
l   |X |x|
M+$2
X d+nl (x)CM+$2 ,
in particular, +(X )=1, thus
|
X
|x| M+$2X d+(x)CM+$2<. (2.45)
Furthemore, obviously
lim
l   |X f d+nl=|X f d+ (2.46)
for every bounded continuous cylinder function f # FCb(X ) (defined in
terms of [em]m=1 above). Moreover, since $>0, from (2.45) it follows in
a standard way that (2.46) holds also for every f # FCb, pol (X ) satisfying
the polynomial growth condition
_C>0, | f (x)|C(1+|x|X)M, x # X.
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To finish the proof of the theorem, it remains to pass to the limit for
l   in both sides of the (IbP)-formula
|
X
m f d+nl=&|
X
f; (nl )m d+nl , (2.47)
which, because of (AP3), (2.34), and (2.44), extends to any cylinder
function
f = fnl (( } , e1), ..., ( } , enl)), fnl # C

b (R
nl).
The left hand sides of (2.47) converge to the left hand side of (2.35) by
(2.46). To show that the same is true for the right hand sides, we first note
that, as follows from (2.34) and (2.45),
|
X
|;m | d+<, m # N.
Furthemore, due to (AP3),
} |X f;m d+&|X f; (nl )m d+nl }
 } |X f; (nl $)m d(+nl&+) }
+& f &L _|X |; (nl $)m &; (nl )m | d+nl+|X |; (nl $)m &;m | d+&
 } |X f; (nl $)m d(+nl&+) }+= & f &L |X (1+|x| X)M d(+nl++)(x)
 } |X f; (nl $)m d(+nl&+) }+= & f &L supn # N |X (1+|x|X)M d(+n++)(x)
(2.48)
with any =>0 and l, l $l(=, m). Because of (2.44), (2.45), and since
f; (nl $)m # FCb, pol (X ), we can use (2.46) to conclude from (2.48) that the
right hand sides of (2.47) indeed tend to the right hand side of (2.35) as
l  . Thus + satisfies the (IbP)-formula (2.35) for all f # FC 1b(X ) and,
since ;m # L1(d+), also for all f # C 1b(X ). K
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3. APPLICATIONS TO GIBBS STATES
Now we will apply the general results on symmetrizing measures from
Section 2 to the case of lattice Gibbs distributions described in Section 1.
We point out that in this context H=l 2(Zd) and X, Y are some Hilbert
spaces from the scale S&p(Zd), p # N. Combining the statements of
Proposition 1.2 and Theorems 2.12.3, we get the following results.
Theorem 3.1 (Existence of Tempered Gibbs States). Let assumptions
(A1)(A3) on the potentials W[k, , j] , Vk be fulfilled. Then
Gt {<. (3.1)
Theorem 3.2 (A Priori Estimates on Tempered Gibbs States). Let
assumptions (A1)(A3) be fulfilled. Then every + # Gt is supported by
p>d2 S&p and, moreover, \*>0 and : # (0, N(max[L, N]&1)]
sup
+ # Gt
sup
k # Z d
|
0
e* |xk|N d+(x)<,
(3.2)
sup
+ # Gt
sup
k # Zd
|
0
e* |;k(x)|: d+(x)<.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let p1>d2 and p2>p1#+d2 with # :=
max[L, N]&1, and set X :=S&p1 , Y :=S&p2 . We shall apply Theorem 2.2
(or more precisely Lemma 2.2), but endowing Y with a family of equivalent
Hilbert norms defined by
|x|&p2 , k0 :=_ :k # Z d (1+|k&k0 | )
&2p2 x2k&
12
, k0 # Zd. (3.3)
The corresponding dissipativity functional is then equal to
D;&p2 , k0(x) :=(;(x), x)&p2 , k0
=& :
k # Z d _ :j # Z d kW[k, j](xk , xj)+V $k(xk)& xk(1+|k&k0 | )
&2p2,
x # S&p1 . (3.4)
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First, due to (A1), (A3), and Young’s inequality
|xk | |xj | N&1
1
N
|xk |N+
N&1
N
|xj |N,
we find that
_ :j # Z d kW[k, j ](xk , xj)+V $k(xk)& xk
A |xk |N+_&B&C(N ) :
j # Z d
Jk, j (1+|xk | N+|x j |N). (3.5)
Second, by (A2) and since (1+|k&k0 | )(1+|k& j | )(1+| j&k0 | ) for all
k, k0 , j # Zd, we obtain
:
k # Z d
(1+|k&k0 | )&2p2 :
j # Z d
Jk, j |xj |N
 :
k, j # Z d
(1+| j&k0 | )&2p2 (1+|k& j | )2p2 Jk, j |xj | N
sup
j # Z d { :k # Z d (1+|k& j | )
2p2 Jk, j= :j # Zd (1+| j&k0 | )
&2p2 |xj |N
=C( p2 , J ) :
j # Z d
(1+| j&k0 | )&2p2 |xj |N. (3.6)
Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.4), we get that \x # S&p1
&D;&p2 , k0(x) :
k # Z d
(1+|k&k0 | )&2p2
_[A |xk | N+_&B&C(N, p2 , J )(1+|xk |N)]
A$ |x| N+_&p2 , k0&B$(A, B, N, _, p2 , J; A$) (3.7)
with some A$, B$>0. Note that in the last line of (3.7) we have applied
Ho lder’s inequality
|x| N+_&p2 , k0=_ :k # Z d (1+|k&k0 | )
&2p2 |xk |2&
(N+_)2
_ :k # Z d (1+|k&k0 | )
&2p2 |xk |N+_& |1| N+_&2&p2
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(using that N+_2). Since _>0 and IY is independent of k0 , (3.7)
implies condition (2.23) in Lemma 2.2 with both C and $ independent of
k0 . Hence Lemma 2.2 implies that
sup
+ # M;(S&p1)
sup
k0 # Z
d |S&p1
e* |x|
N
&p2 , k0 d+(x)<, \*>0, (3.8)
and, moreover, that for p3>p2 #+d2
sup
+ # M;(S&p1)
sup
k0 # Z
d |S&p1
e* |;(x)|
:
&p3 , k0 d+(x)<, \*>0, : # (0, N#],
(3.9)
since analogously to (1.29) one can prove that
|;(x)|&p3 , k0C( p2 , p3 , #)(1+|x|&p2 , k0)
#,
x # S&p2 , p2>d2, p3>p2#+d2,
uniformly for all k0 # Zd. Obviously, by (3.8) and (3.9)
sup
+ # M(S&p1)
sup
k # Z d
|
S&p1
e* |xk|N d+(x)<, (3.10)
sup
+ # M;(S&p1)
sup
k # Z d
|
S&p1
e* |;k(x)|: d+(x)<, (3.11)
which in turn obviously implies that in fact any + # M;(S&p1) is supported
on every S&p(Zd) provided p>d2. In particular, by Remark 1.2 it follows
that Gt /p>d2 M;(S&p) and hence (3.10) and (3.11) implies (3.2). K
Remark 3.1. We emphasize that in Theorem 3.2 we deal with an as
much as possible extended definition of temperedness for + # Gt , as
compared with those used in [LP76, COPP78, BH-K82]. Also we do not
suppose at most quadratic growth at infinity of the pair interactions
W[k, j](xk , xj), which was a crucial assumption e.g. in the method of
superstability estimates in [LP76]. In particular, our considerations
include the case of translation invariant potentials W[k, j](xk , x j)=
W |k& j |(xk&x j), Vk(xk)=V(xk), for which the corresponding a priori
estimate on exponential moments sup+ # Gt supk # Z d 0 e
* |xk| d+(x)< has
been proved in the original paper [BH-K82] (see also the discussion
following Remark 1.1 above).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will apply Theorem 2.3 with X :=S&p(Zd)
with some p>d2. By Proposition 1.2 it suffices to construct a probability
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measure + on S&p(Zd) satisfying the (IbP)-formula (2.8) with the
prescribed logarithmic derivative ;=(;k)k # Z d given by (1.26), (1.28). Due
to estimate (1.27), the polynomial growth condition (2.34) is fulfilled. As an
approximating sequence of finite dimensional measures [&n]n=1 one can
take any sequence of finite volume Gibbs distributions [&4n(dx4n | y)]

n=1
with finite sets 4n /Zd, 4n ZZd as n  , and a fixed boundary condition
y # S$ such that supj # Z d | yj |<, i.e., according to (1.15)(1.17), for
4 :=4n
&4(dx4 | y) :=
1
Z4( y)
e&E4(x4_y4c)_k # 4 dxk , (3.12)
hence with logarithmic derivative b(4) # Cb, pol (R4  R4) having com-
ponents
b (4)k (x4) := & :
j # 4
k W[k, j](xk , x j)
& :
j # 4c
kW[k, j](xk , yj)&V $k(xk), k # 4. (3.13)
Let us check assumptions (AP1)(AP3). In view of (2.37) and (2.38), we
introduce the corresponding vector fields ;(4) : S&p  Sp ,
;(4)k (x) :={b
(4)
k (x4),
0,
k # 4,
k # 4c,
(3.14)
and their dissipativity functionals
D (4)&p(x) := :
k # 4
b (4)k (x4) xk(1+|k| )
&2p. (3.15)
Analogously to deriving estimates (3.5)(3.7), we obtain
&D (4)&p(x)= :
k # 4 _ :j # 4 k W[k, j ](xk , x j)
+ :
j # 4c
kW[k, j ](xk , y j)+V $k(xk)& xk(1+|k| )&2p
 :
k # 4
(1+|k| )&2p _A |xk |N+_&B&C(N ) :j # Z d Jk, j (1+|xk | )
N&
&C(N ) :
k # 4
(1+|k| )&2p _ :j # 4 Jk, j |xj |
N+ :
j # 4c
Jk, j | y j | N&
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 :
k # 4
(1+|k| )&2p [A |xk | N+_&B
&C(N ) &J&p &1&&p(1+|xk | )N]
&C(N ) :
k, j # 4
(1+|k| )&2p Jk, j |xj |N
&C(N ) :
k, j # Z d
(1+|k| )&2p Jk, j | yj |N
 :
k # 4
(1+|k| )&2p [A |xk | N+_&B&C$(N, p, J )(1+|xk | )N]
&C(N ) sup
j # Zd
| y j |N sup
j # Z d { :k # Z d (1+|k& j | )
2p Jk, j= :j # Z d (1+| j | )
&2p
A$ |14 | 2&N&_&p |x4 |
N
&p&B$
A$ |1| 2&N&_&p |x4 |
N
&p&B$ (3.16)
with arbitrary A$>0 and some B$=B$(A, B, N, p, J, y; A$)>0 depending,
among other parameters, on this A$ and the boundary condition y.
Inequality (3.16) immediately implies that assumptions (AP1), (AP2) hold.
And finally, since
:
j # Zd
Jk, j (1+| j | ) p$<, k # Zd, p$ # N,
it follows that for any fixed k # Zd and =>0 there exists n(=, k) # N such
that for all nn(=, k) we have that k # 4n and
|; (4n)k (x)&;k(x)| :
j # 4cn
[ |kW[k, j](xk , xj)|+|kW[k, j](xk , yj)|]
C(N ) :
j # 4cn
Jk, j (1+2 |xk |N&1+|xj |N&1+| yj |N&1)
C(k, N )(1+|x| N&1&p +| y|
N&1
&p ) :
j # 4cn
Jk, j (1+| j | ) p(N&1)
=C(k, N )(1+|x|&p+| y|&p)N&1. (3.17)
Consequently, assumption (AP3) is satisfied and Theorem 2.3 hence implies
that + satisfies the (IbP)-formula (2.35) for all f # C 1b(S&p). Thus we have
proved the existence of + # M;t (S&p)/Gt . K
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Example 3.1. We demonstrate here the more comprehensive applica-
tion of Theorems 2.12.3 to the case of the lattice system (1.14) with the
following modified assumptions on the interactions:
(E1) The two-particle potentials are given by W[k, j](xk , xj)=
W [k, j](xk&x j), where the W [k, j] # C 1b, pol (R) are convex, even and
continuously differentiable functions with at most polynomial growth at
infinity. The latter means that there exist N2 and a matrix
J=[Jk, j]k, j # Z d , Jk, j=Jj, k0, such that for all q # R, [k, j]/Zd
W [k, j](q)=W [k, j](&q)&Jk, j , |W [k, j](q)|Jk, j (1+|q| )N,
|W $[k, j](q)|Jk, j (1+|q| )N&1, W $[k, j](q) } q0.
(E2) The matrix J is bounded and has finite range, that is,
&J& := sup
k, j # Z d
Jk, j<,
_\<, Jk, j=0, |k& j |>\.
(E3) The self-potentials are given by continuously differentiable
functions Vk # C 1b, loc(R
1) with locally bounded first derivatives which
satisfy the coercitivity estimate
V $k(xk) } xkA |xk | N&B
with some constants A, B>0 uniformly for all k # Zd and x # 0.
As we shall see below, (E1)(E3) imply that
Gt {<, (3.18)
_*0>0. sup
+ # Gt
sup
k # Z d
|
0
e* |xk|N d+(x)<, \*<*0 . (3.19)
Obviously, (E1) and (E2) are particular cases of (A1), (A2), respectively.
But, what is principal, we do not impose, as distinct from (A3), any global
bound on the growth of Vk and the coercivity condition in (E3) is also
weaker than that in (A3) (now we do not exclude the case _=0). Note that
this model has been first analyzed in [BH-K82] for N=2.
The proof goes along the same lines as above, but we have to introduce
an additional system of equivalent Hilbert norms on every fixed space S&p ,
p>d2,
|x|&p, k0 , $ :=_ :k # Z d (1+$ |k&k0 | )
&2p x2k&
12
, k0 # Zd, 0<$<1.
(3.20)
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An important property (to be used below) is the elementary asymptotic
estimate
max
|k& j |\ {
|c(k)&c( j )|
c(k) =(1+$\)2p&1t2p $\, $z0, (3.21)
for the associated weight sequences
c(k)=c&p, k0 , $(k) :=(1+$ |k&k0 | )
&2p, k # Zd.
Set
I&p, $ :=_ :k # Z d c&p, k0 , $(k)&
12
<. (3.22)
Let X :=S&p1 , Y :=S&p2 with p1>d2, p2>p1#+d2. First, since
W [k, j] are convex and even, one easily obtains the following estimate for
the corresponding dissipativity functional,
&D;(x)= &D;&p2 , k0 , $(x)
:=&(;(x), x)&p2 , k0 , $
= :
k # Z d _ :j # Zd W $[k, j](xk&x j)+V $k(xk)& xkc(k)
 12 :
k, j # Z d
W $[k, j](xk&xj) xk[c(k)&c( j )]
+ :
k # Z d
V $k(xk) xkc(k). (3.23)
Then, analogously to (3.5)(3.7) and using (3.21), we get that
&D;(x) :
k # Zd
(A |xk | N&B) c(k)
&C(N ) &J& :
|k& j |\
k, j # Zd
(1+|xk |N) |c(k)&c( j )|
 :
k # Zd
[A |xk |N&B&C(N ) &J& (1+2\)d
_4p2 $\(1+|xk | N)] c(k)
(A&=) I 2&N&p, $ |x|
N
&p2 , k0 , $
&B$I 2&p2 , $ , x # S&p1 , (3.24)
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for any =>0, small enough 0<$$(=) and some B$=B$($) # R, which
both do not depend on k0 # Zd. Comparing (3.24) with condition (2.23), as
in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we conclude that
sup
+ # M;(S&p1)
sup
k # Z d
|
S&p1
e* |xk|N d+(x)
 sup
+ # M;(S&p1)
sup
k0 # Z
d |S&p1
e* |x|
N
&p2 , $ d+(x)<, (3.25)
provided
0<*<*0=
A&=
N
I 2&N&p2 , $ . (3.26)
It remains to show that Gt {<. Fix some X :=S&p , p>d2, with the
norm | } |&p, $ :=| } | &p, 0, $ , $>0 (i.e., k0=0). For simplicity let us choose
the boundary condition y=0. Just as in Theorem 3.1, we would like to
prove that the family of finite volume Gibbs distributions [+4n(dx | 0)]n # N
(where 4n /Zd is finite with 4nZZd, as n  ) is tight. Note that, due to
the finite range of the interaction W [k, j] , we have for the corresponding
logarithmic derivatives given by (3.14) that ; (4)k (x)=;k(x) whenever
4#[ j : | j&k|\]. It means that assumption (AP3) is now trivial and in
fact we do not need any global bound (for instance, (2.34)) on the growth
of ;k(x). The dissipativity assumptions (AP1), (AP2) follow from the
subsequent estimate (which is similar to (3.16) and (3.24)),
&D (4)&p, $(x)= :
k # 4 _ :j # 4 W $[k, j ](xk&xj)
+ :
j # 4c
W $[k, j](xk)+V $k(xk)& xkc(k)
 12 :
k, j # 4
W $[k, j](xk&xj) xk[c(k)&c( j )]
+ :
k # 4
V $k(xk) xkc(k)
 :
k # 4
(A|xk |N&B) c(k)&C(N ) &J&
_ :
|k& j | \
k, j # 4
(1+|xk |N) |c(k)&c( j )|
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 :
k # 4
[A |xk | N&B&C(N ) &J&(1+2\)d
_4p $\(1+|xk | N)] c(k)
(A&=) I 2&N&p, $ |x4 |
N
&p, $&B$I
2
&p, $ (3.27)
for any =>0, small enough 0<$$(=) and some B$=B$($) # R. Repeating
the arguments from the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get the existence of
a subsequence [+4nl (dx | 0)]l # N , which converges on FCb(X ) to some
probability measure + on S&p . By definition
|
X
k f (x40) +4nl (dx | 0)=&|X f (x40) ;k(x) +4nl (dx | 0) (3.28)
for any fixed k # Zd, 40 #[ j # Zd | | j&k|\], |40 |<, f # C 10(R40)
and large enough l # N such that 4nl #40 . Since ;k is cylindrical (due to
the finite range of the interaction) and locally bounded with respect to the
finitely many coordinates on which it depends, one can pass to the limit
l   in both sides of (3.28) in order to get that
|
X
k f (x40) d+(x)=&|
X
f (x40) ;k(x) d+(x), (3.29)
as soon as 40 #[ j # Zd | | j&k|\]. And finally, using the trivial
approximation of f # C 10(X ) by f
(4) # FC 1b(X ), as 4ZZ
d, with finite 4 and
with f (4)(x) := f (j # 4 (x, e pj ) e
p
j )= f (x4) and f # C
1
0(R
4), by Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem (3.29) extends to all f # C 10(X ) and
hence the (IbP)-formula (1.30) is satisfied. This means by Proposition 1.2
that + # M;t =Gt . (For an alternative proof that any limit point + of
[+4nl (dx | 0)] l # N is a Gibbs distribution see also Remark 3.3 below.) K
Example 3.2. (P(,)d -lattice model ). A particulary interesting case of
the lattice system (1.14) is the so-called P(,)d -model with the heuristic
energy functional,
E(x) := :
[k, j]/Z d
Jk, j xkxj+ :
k # Z d
P(xk). (3.30)
Here Jk, j are the elements of the dynamical matrix J # L(l 2(Zd)) which
describes the harmonic pair interaction W[k, j ](xk , x j) :=Jk, j xkxj between
particles. Usually, the matrix J is supposed to be:
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(J1) nonnegative in l 2(Zd), i.e., _a0, (Jx, x)a |x|, x # l 2;
(J2) symmetric and translation invariant, i.e., Jk, j=Jj, k=J( |k& j | );
(J3) with finite range of interaction, i.e., _\0, J( |k& j | )=0, if
|k& j |>\.
The one-particle potentials have the concrete form
Vk=V # C1(R), V(q)=P(q), |q|>R>0,
where P is a polynomial of even degree, i.e.,
P(q)=b2}q2}+ } } } +b1q+b0 , q # R, (3.31)
with b2}>0 and } # N. We note that the case }>1 is completely covered
by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. For }=1 we need more precise estimates for
the dissipativity functional in the Hilbert scale (3.20), which are quite
analogous to those in Example 3.1. Namely, in this concrete case
&D;(x)=&D;&p2 , k0 , $(x)
:=(Jx, x)&p2 , k0 , $+ :
k # Z d
P$(xk) xk c(k), (3.32)
and it remains to exploit the following estimate on the lower bound of the
matrix J (which can be proved by elementary means on the basis of (3.21),
see [DPZ95]),
\=>0 \p>d2 _$0=$0(=, p)>0,
(JPNx, PNx)&p2 , k0 , $(a&=) |PNx|
2
&p2 , k0 , $
, (3.33)
x # S&p , N # N, k0 # Zd, 0<$$0 .
From here we obtain the existence of + # Gt and, moreover, a sub-Gaussian
estimate for all tempered Gibbs states:
_*0>0, sup
+ # Gt
sup
k # Z d
|
0
e* |xk|2 d+(x)<, \*<*0 . (3.34)
Remark 3.2. It is obvious that our method can be applied without
principal changes to classical lattice systems with n-particle interactions
described by the heuristic energy functional
E(x) := :
[k1 , ..., kn]/Z
d
W[k1 , ..., kn](xk1 , ..., xkn)+ :
k # Z d
Vk(xk),
x # 0, (3.35)
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with n-particle symmetric potentials W[k1 , ..., kn] # C
1
b, pol (R
n) and one-particle
potentials Vk # C 1b, pol (R
1). Then the statements of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 for
the corresponding Gibbs states hold true under assumptions (A3), (A1*),
and (A2*), where (A1*) resp. (A2*) are the following modifications of (A1)
resp. (A2):
(A1*) _N2 _Jk1 , ..., kn0 \[k1 , ..., kn]/Z
d \x # 0,
|W[k1 , ..., kn](xk1 , ..., xkn)|Jk1 , ..., kn \1+ :
n
j=1
|xkj |+
N
,
} xk1 W[k1 , ..., kn](xk1 , ..., xkn) }Jk1 , ..., kn \1+ :
n
j=1
|xkj |+
N&1
;
(A2*) The matrix J=[Jk1 , ..., kn]k1 , ..., kn # Z d is fastly decreasing, that is,
\p # N,
&J&p := sup
k # Zd { :k2 , ..., kn # Zd J
2
k1 , ..., kn \1+ :
n
j=2
|k1&kj |+
2p
=
12
<.
Remark 3.3. Going through the proof of our general existence result,
Theorem 2.3, in our present situation, it becomes obvious that we can
drop the polynomial growth condition on the one-particle potentials
Vk # C 1b, loc(R) in the formulation of Theorem 3.1. The reason is that both
Vk and V$k are locally bounded. Indeed, let [+4n(dx | y)]n # N , |4n |<,
4nZZd, n  , be any sequence of finite volume Gibbs distributions with
fixed boundary condition y # S$ such that supj # Z d |y j |<. Then, as
follows from (3.16),
sup
n # N
|
S&p1
|x| N&p1 +4n(dx | y)=C(N, p1)<, \N1 \p1>d2,
(3.36)
and hence by Prokhorov’s tightness criterion there exists a subsequence
[+4nl (dx | y)] l # N which converges weakly on S&p2 , p2>p1+d2, to some
Borel measure + such that +(S&p1)=1. According to Remark 1.3, we have
the (IbP)-formula
|
0
k f (x) +4nl (dx | y)=&|0 f (x) ;k(x) +4nl (dx | y) (3.37)
on all function f # C 10(S&p2), whenever k # Z
d is fixed and ll0(k), k # 4nl0 .
Since ;k # Cb, loc(S&p), k # Zd, p>d2, we can pass to the limit l   in
both sides of (3.37), which implies the inclusion + # M;t (S&p2)/M
;
t /Gt .
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So, the tightness obtained by our method through the uniform a-priori
estimates is crucial, while the fact that the limit satisfies the (IbP)-formula
under our assumptions is trivial. Once the tightness is established, one also
easily sees that (as was already mentioned in [Roy77]) the assumption
:{ek # Cb, loc(S&p), { # R, k # Z
d, p>d2, is also sufficient to ensure that at
least + # M:t /Gt .
Remark 3.4. The approach presented here to the study of Gibbs states
based on the dissipativity properties of their logarithmic derivatives ; can
be also modified to apply to the more complex case of Euclidean Gibbs
states for quantum lattice systems and fields, where the single spin spaces
are infinite dimensional. Also we expect it to be applicable to lattice
systems with certain random interactions.
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